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 It's Time to Awaken! 
 Gina Lake Channeling Jesus 
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It's time to awaken out of the ego and its limiting beliefs and sense of lack and dissatisfaction. Gina Lake's books, her channeled messages from Jesus, the Christ Consciousness Transmissions, and her online courses will help you do that. They will accelerate your spiritual growth, help you become more present in your life, and support you in living the life you're meant to live. When we learn to be present in the moment, we discover that life provides us with the wisdom, inspiration, motivation, love, and inner and outer resources we need to survive and be happy. We discover that, indeed, happiness—radical happiness—has always been here in this simple moment.

  More About Gina   
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 Books and Audiobooks by Gina Lake 
Your questions about channeling and Gina's books by Jesus are answered here.
Listen to channeled messages from Jesus from Gina's books.
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 Angels, Masters and Guides 
How to Work with Them to Heal and to Accelerate Your Spiritual Evolution
Read more
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 Cycles of the Soul 
Life, Death, and Beyond
Read more
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 What Jesus Wants You to Know Today 
About Himself, Christianity, God, the World, and Being Human
Read more
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 The Shift 
Read more
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 Faith, Facts & Fiction 
Finding Your Way on the Spiritual Path
Read more
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 Awakening Love 
How to Love Your Neighbor as Yourself
Read more
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 All Grace 
New Teachings from Jesus on the Truth About Life
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 The Jesus Trilogy 
Three Books in One
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 In the World but Not of It 
New Teachings from Jesus on Embodying the Divine
Read more
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 A Heroic Life 
New Teachings from Jesus on the Human Journey
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Series of Five Books
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 From Stress to Stillness 
Tools for Inner Peace
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  Get a Free eBook   





 Christ Consciousness Transmissions 
Gina Lake and her husband, Nirmala, hold live online Christ Consciousness Transmission events on Zoom at 5:00 pm Pacific time on Tuesdays, 11:00 am Pacific time on Thursdays, 11:00 am and 3:00 pm Pacific time on Saturdays, and also at 9:00 am and 11:00 am Pacific time on Sundays, as well as an online weekend intensive once a month (calendar of all our events with starting times in your location). They also hold a free healing and prayer circle on Zoom on Saturdays at 1 pm Pacific time. In these gatherings, Jesus and other Ascended Masters working with Jesus offer us a transmission of Christ Consciousness energy. Christ Consciousness transmissions are a direct current of love and healing that will accelerate your evolution and help you break through to a new level of being. The Christ Consciousness Transmission gatherings also include channeled nondual teachings from Jesus for today based on the universal truth behind and beyond all religions. More information about the transmissions.

Jesus Introduces Himself and Christ Consciousness Transmissions (14 minutes):
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Love is the answer
   to every question.
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 Awakening Now 
Are you ready to delve into meditation and change your brain state?
In this 100-day self-directed online course, you will break through to a new level of being with meditation and other spiritual practices that will wake you up and bring you the aliveness, freedom, peace, love, and fulfillment of your natural state.

Read more
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 Living Intuitively 
Are you ready to activate your greatest superpower?
In this 8-week self-directed online course, Gina Lake and Jenai Lane will show you how to develop your intuition and receive guidance from your soul's wisdom, angels, guides, and Ascended Masters, which will help you navigate this human life with ease, grace, and joy.

Read more
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 Deep Peace Guided Meditations from Jesus 
Are you ready to have Jesus guide you in the discovery of who you really are?
For 20 weeks, you’ll receive a channeled guided meditation from Jesus, who will gently and wisely guide you into the most profound mystery, that you are divine and love itself.

Read more









 Messages from Jesus 

Gina Lake Channeling Jesus
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 Subscribe to Our 
 YouTube Channel 
   Join us on YouTube  
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 What is Spiritual Awakening and Enlightenment? 
Here is Gina Lake channeling Jesus from her book, Jesus Speaking: On Awakening to Love, with a message about what awakening is and what enlightenment is and
Watch or read more
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 Duality and Nonduality 
Here is Gina Lake channeling Jesus from her book, In the World but Not of It, with a message about how the mind creates duality and interferes with our ability
Watch or read more
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 A Practice for Overcoming Stress 
In this message, Gina Lake is channeling Jesus, who offers a practice for how to overcome stress. This practice is part of Gina's 100-day online course
Watch or read more
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 Insights About Aging 
Here is Gina Lake channeling Jesus from her book, Jesus Speaking: On Overcoming Fear and Developing Trust, with a message about how to become more comfortable
Watch or read more
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 Why Is There Suffering? 
Listen to Gina Lake channeling Jesus in a message that answers the question, Why is there suffering in life? Jesus gives an explanation for why we suffer and
Watch or read more
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 What Is Christ Consciousness? 
Here is Gina Lake channeling Jesus from her book Jesus Speaking: On Embodying Christ Consciousness, explaining what Christ Consciousness is and how it becomes
Watch or read more
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 Forgiveness and Letting Go of the Past 
This talk is part of Gina Lake's 100-day online course Awakening Now, which has many other talks, spiritual practices, guided meditations, a forum, and Christ
Watch or read more
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 The Illusory World Created by the Mind and Ego 
This is one of eight talks from Gina Lake's online course Moving Beyond Ego, which is about the ego and how to free yourself from the voice in your head and
Watch or read more
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 Let Everything Be as It Is 
This is Gina Lake channeling Mother Mary from her book Ten Teachings for One World: Wisdom from Mother Mary about the power and importance of letting everything
Watch or read more
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 How to Be Here Now and Live in Stillness 
Stillness, Presence, being present, or being in the Now are all words that point to the same mysterious thing: our true nature as a spiritual being. Learning to
Watch or read more
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 What the Law of Attraction Really Is 
Here is Gina Lake channeling Jesus from her book Jesus Speaking: On Being in the World, explaining what the law of attraction really is. In this message, Jesus
Watch or read more
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 What Is Happiness? 
Here is Gina Lake channeling Jesus from her book Jesus Speaking: On Being in the World, explaining that there are two kinds of happiness and how to experience
Watch or read more


 


 
  








Sign up for the Radical Happiness Newsletter!
And get an ebook of Love and Surrender for free!
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